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WOODSIDE — FLY IN, FLY OUT CAMP — KARRATHA 

81. Ms M.J. DAVIES to the Minister for Lands: 

I refer to comments made today by the Mayor of the City of Karratha on the proposal by Woodside to build 
a 700-bed fly in, fly out camp and that, “Our preference is always for a locally based workforce.” 

Will the minister listen to the community and reject Woodside’s application? 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI replied: 

I thank the member for Central Wheatbelt for the question. It is very interesting how tough the National Party is 
on the resources sector now it is in opposition. In government, the National Party did everything the resources 
sector wanted and now it is saying it is tough on the resources sector in WA. As minister, the member never 
secured local jobs in her negotiations. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members, do you want to hear the answer or not? 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: The member for Central Wheatbelt, as part of cabinet, allowed decisions to be made that she 
is now railing against. Again and again she is trying to abandon what she did in government. This is Bay Village, 
and I must say the member for Pilbara — 

Point of Order 

Mr D.T. REDMAN: Mr Speaker, I ask you to draw the minister to the issue of relevance. It was a very specific 
question and I think she needs to respond accordingly. 

The SPEAKER: No, that is not a point of order. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I turn to the issue of Bay Village and I must say that the member for Pilbara has been absolutely 
excellent on this issue, coming to me — 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: If every time National Party members ask a question they are just going to talk all the way 
through the answer, I will not pick them when they are on their feet. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: We are fighting for local jobs. The point made to me all the time is, “We want to secure local 
jobs”, so we are working to try to secure those local jobs. I know the National Party in opposition now purports to 
try to fight to secure these issues; when in government it did nothing. Many of those royalties for regions programs 
were undertaken by eastern states companies. I remember going through the wheatbelt recently, noting the 
half-finished developments because the eastern states contracting company went bankrupt. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: That is what the National Party did. The member for Pilbara is fighting for his community and 
we are working with the member for Pilbara. 
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